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 CHAPTER VIII—NOVELS AND NOVEL-READING.  
"Of making many books there is no end." Eccl. xii, 12.  

[N]ovel-reading has become one of the great vices of our age. Multitudes care for nothing but light reading. 

The bookstores abound with works of fiction. The records of our public libraries show that there are more readers 

in this department than any other--perhaps more than in all the rest. The literature which finds its way into the 

hands of our people, as they journey by land or water, is almost invariably fictitious. Our weekly periodicals, 

secular and religious, often have their serial story... A whole generation of young people are growing up, to whom 

solid books are unknown, to whom the great historic names of the past are but a sound, and whose ignorance of the 

world of fact is poorly compensated by their acquaintance with the world of dreams... Let our young people be 

constantly on their guard against the mental enslavement which marks the confirmed novel-reader. Common novel-

reading is a fearful evil, and against it there are arguments numerous and weighty, which all will do well to heed. 

1. It wastes precious time. 

By universal consent, works of fiction are called "light literature"… They aim chiefly to amuse the reader, not 

instruct, nor convince, nor raise him to the height of a great purpose; and, in general, the best that can be said of the 

best of them is, that they confer pleasure without inflicting injury… The vast majority of novel readers are young, 

and for them to squander the precious hours is suicidal...  

2. Excessive light reading injures the mind. 

The novelist seeks to bear his readers along without any labor on their part. They simply witness the action, 

and watch the unfolding of the plot. The author amuses them with wit and humor; and, if he can, melts them with 

pathos, or charms them with eloquent description… The novel-reader that does little or nothing but lounge about 

with a weak dilution of literature in hand, will soon become as soft and flabby in mind as in muscle, wholly 

incapable of lofty purposes and worthy deeds. 

3. Excessive light reading tends to unfit for real life. 

[The] Cinderella of the old nursery story is the true type of thousands of our novel-readers. They live a sort of 

double life--one in their own proper persons, and in their real homes; the other as ideal lords and ladies in dream-

land. Ella, sitting among her native cinders, is a very prosaic individual, addicted to exceedingly prosaic 

employments, and fulfilling a destiny far removed from sublimated romance. But touched by the wand of the good 

Fairy, Ella is transfigured, her coarse garments are robes of magnificence, the mice are prancing steeds, the 

pumpkin is a coach, and she rides in state, the admiration of all beholders, and weds the prince triumphantly. 

The modern Ella, sitting among the cinders, has indeed no good Fairy to confer sudden splendors upon her; 

but her place is well supplied by sundry periodicals, designed for just this style of readers. And so Ella invests her 

six cents weekly, and reads, and dreams. According to the flesh, she bears an honest, humble name, busies herself 

with a cooking stove, or a noisy sewing-machine, and with all her matrimonial anglings, perhaps has never a nibble. 

In her other capacity she is the Countess of Moonshine, who dwells in a Castle of Spain, wears a coronet of 

diamonds, and to whom ardent lords and smitten princes make love in loftiest eloquence; and she is blest. But, as 

Napoleon once observed, there is only a step between the sublime and the ridiculous. At any moment the coach of 

state may relapse into its original squash, the prancing horses again become mice, the costly array turn once more to 

rags; and the Countess… subside into her former simple self, with the hideous onions to be peeled, or the clattering 

machine to be kept in motion… 

How is it possible for those whose minds are thus bewildered, and who have formed this inveterate habit of 

indulging in sentimental reverie, to engage heartily in the performance of commonplace duties? The inevitable 

result of excessive novel-reading is a distaste, if not an incapacity, for the sober thought and patient effort which are 

the price of success in every worthy path of life. 
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{This is a sample APARTY over a document for which we have little or no prior knowledge, and for which we’re not given the author’s 
name, a date or location, etc. Much of it is thus built on close reading and reasonable inferences.} 

Novels & Novel-Reading 

A – The author’s name is not given, but he seems very educated based on vocabulary (“a destiny far removed from sublimated romance”, 

“no good Fairy to confer sudden splendors upon her”, “this inveterate habit of indulging in sentimental reverie”, etc.) and disdain he 

shows towards those who read for pleasure rather than history and non-fiction. He seems to be religious – uses verse from Ecclesiastes at 

top, and terms like ‘a fearful evil’ and periodicals ‘both secular and religious’. His concern with the limited time available on this earth is 

not proof of religion, but is consistent with Christian faith. The reference to ‘sober thought and patient effort’ sounds almost Puritan. 

Griping about ‘kids these days’ suggests middle-aged or older. Condescending & ‘preachy’ tone is consistent with educated religious men, 

although non-religious people can be dillweeds as well. He has a particularly condescending attitude towards women – ‘Ella’ needs to 

stick to her sewing and focus on work instead of fantasizing about rising to a higher station in life. Her ‘matrimonial anglings’ are futile. 
 

P – Written in English and spelling seems American rather than British (although hard to say w/ older docs). Puritan work ethic 

expressed is more early-American than British, but that’s not solid proof. The expectation that Ella has a sewing machine means it’s post-

1800, as the very first line of the Wikipedia article on Sewing Machines tells me it was early 1800’s before sewing machines for home use 

were a thing. The reference to journeying ‘by land or water’ strongly suggests it was written at a time before commercial air travel in the 

early 1900’s. While I couldn’t quickly find an exact point at which periodicals cost 6 cents, a quick search for that information revealed 

that beginning in the 1830s cheaper papers and magazines aimed at the middle and lower classes became a big thing and were often 

criticized by those worried about the intellectual and moral well-being of society. Ads didn’t become a big thing until 1890, and while it 

proves nothing that they’re NOT mentioned here, I wonder if they weren’t part of magazines yet or he’d have found a way to complain 

about them too. So best guess is U.S., probably northeastern (where the educated, religious, tell-everyone-else-how-to-live types tended 

to be), between 1830 – 1890. 
 

A – This appears to be from Chapter Eight of a book. Although printing technology was making books more available and less expensive 

in the 19th century, mass-produced paperbacks and such weren’t a thing until the 1930’s. It’s reasonable to assume this book was intended 

for those who could afford books, and those who would be interested in furrowing their brows and nodding in agreement about the steps 

necessary to reign in and otherwise chide the silly lower classes. Maybe not ‘rich & powerful’, but at least those considering themselves a 

bit above. The tone is not one of trying to ‘win over’ or ‘help’ anyone, so I don’t think it’s aimed at young people. If it is, it’s not very 

effective.  

R – This is intended to persuade, or to warn. Not in a friendly, “I care about you” way, but in a “CAN’T YOU SEE I’M TRYING TO FIX 

YOUR PATHETIC LIFE’ sort of way. It might even be intended just to help smug people feel smugger (is that a word?) Early to mid-19th 

century was time of great social reform in U.S. – this could be part of that. 
 

T – “Fiction is bad for your brain and bad for your soul and leads you to expect things which are both unlikely and ridiculous, making 

your real life seem even more pointless and tedious. Better you stick to reality – especially the silly girls out there thinking they’re going 

to rise above their station in life.” 
 

Y – If we were reading this in an Early American History class, I’d say it was to give us counterpoint to all of the positives associated 

with the Age of Reform in the early to mid-19th century, OR as a demonstration that every generation has something they’re sure is 

making their youth useless and brainless. As it is, we did this document simply to practice a new skill – Document Analysis w/ APARTY.  

 

 

 

 
 While this level of detail is not always 
necessary, when we’re first learning a 
skill and trying to demonstrate that we’re 
not clueless slackers it’s often better to 
overdo it than to underthink. This 
APARTY draws several inferences about 
the author and supports w/ examples. It 
acknowledges that one (he’s religious) is 
weaker than the others, but still cites 
several supporting points. 
 
 I know some of us have been warned 
away from Google and Wikipedia as if 
they’re sneaky, evil internet-beings, but 
they’re GREAT for quick, general 
information – especially when what 
you’re needing to know is weird or 
obscure. This APARTY is specific and 
demonstrates effort to pull together what 
IS known to make a medium inference on 
place & time. 
 
 These are medium-to-weak 
inferences, but at least provides factual 
support and explains the reasoning 
behind it. This is MUCH better than just 
guessing and then supporting the guess 
with volume and emotional assertions.  
 
 Even in a medium inference, explain 
your facts & reasoning. Always. Show me 
that you apply a little thinking & effort. 
 
 The Main Idea should be in the ‘voice’ 
of the document’s author and 1-2 
sentences at most.  

 

 Yep.  

 


